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Abstract
Natural language interaction has the potential to considerably
enhance user experience, especially in mobile devices like
smartphones and electronic tablets. Recent advances in soft-
ware integration and efforts toward more personalization and
context awareness have brought closer the long-standing vi-
sion of the ubiquitous intelligent personal assistant. Multiple
voice-driven initiatives, such as Apple’s Siri, have now reached
commercial deployment. Bringing this technology into the real
world raises a number of issues that ordinarily are not brought
to the fore by the research practioner. Yet paying close attention
to such aspects is critical to the success of the associated prod-
uct. This paper discusses some of the attendant choices made in
Siri, and speculates on their likely evolution going forward.

Index Terms: Voice-driven human-computer interaction, spo-
ken language interpretation, dialog system integration.

1. Introduction
In recent years, smartphones and other mobile devices, such as
electronic tablets and more generally a wide variety of hand-
held media appliances, have brought about an unprecedented
level of ubiquity in computing and communications. At the
same time, voice-driven human-computer interaction has ben-
efited from steady improvements in the underlying speech tech-
nologies (largely from a greater quantity of labeled speech data
leading to better models), as well as the relative decrease in the
cost of computing power necessary to implement comparatively
more sophisticated solutions. This has sparked interest in a
more pervasive spoken language interface, in its most inclusive
definition encompassing speech recognition, speech synthesis,
natural language understanding, and dialog management.

Multiple voice-driven initiatives have now reached com-
mercial deployment, among others Apple’s Siri [1], Google’s
Voice Actions [2] and Google Now [3], Microsoft’s Bing Voice
Search [4], Nuance’s Dragon Go! [5] and Nina [6], and many
startup efforts like Speaktoit [7]. The well-publicized release
of Siri in Apple’s iPhone 4S, in particular, may have heralded
an irreversible shift toward the “intelligent personal assistant”
paradigm: just say what you want, and the system will automat-
ically figure out what the best course of action is. For example,
to create a new entry on his/her calendar, the user may start the
interaction with an input like:

Schedule a meeting with John Monday at 2 (1)

The system then has to recognize that the user’s intent is to
create a new entry, and deal with any ambiguities about the
attributes of the entry, in this case who will be invited (John
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Figure 1: Overview of “Intelligent Personal Assistant” Interac-
tion Model.

Smith rather than John Monday) and when the meeting will take
place (this coming Monday in the afternoon rather than, say, last
Monday in the middle of the night. . . ).

An overview of the underlying interaction model is given
in Fig. 1. The speech utterance is first transcribed into a word
sequence on which to perform natural language understanding,
leading to a semantic interpretation of the input. In case any el-
ement is missing, dialog management relies on interaction con-
text to elicit the relevant information from the user. Once the
semantic interpretation is complete, task knowledge guides the
selection of the best action for the situation at hand. Finally, the
selected outcome is conveyed to the user. Success in this realm
is measured in subjective terms: how well does the system fulfill
the needs of the user relative to his/her intent and expectations?
Depending on the task, “well” may variously translate into “ef-
ficiently” (with minimal interruption),“thoroughly” (so the task
is truly complete) and/or “pleasantly” (as might have occurred
with a human assistant).

Of course, many of the core building blocks shown in Fig. 1
have already been deployed in one form or another, for exam-
ple in customer service applications with automatic call han-
dling. Wildfire, a personal telephone assistant, has similarly
been available since the mid 1990’s [8]. Yet in most consumers’
perception, at best the resulting interaction has not been sig-
nificantly more satisfying than pressing touch-tone keys. So
how to explain the sudden enthusiasm for Siri and similar sys-
tems? While the interaction model of Fig. 1 has not suddenly
become flawless, it has clearly matured enough to offer greater
perceived flexibility. Perhaps a key element of this perception is
that the new systems strive to provide a direct answer whenever
possible, rather than possibly heterogeneous information that
may contain the answer, as in the classical search paradigm.
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Arguably, the most important ingredient of this alternative
outlook is the accurate inference of user intent and correct res-
olution of any ambiguity in associated attributes. While speech
input and output modules clearly influence the outcome by in-
troducing uncertainty into the observed word sequence, the cor-
rect delineation of the task and thus its successful completion
heavily hinges on the appropriate semantic interpretation of this
sequence. Crucial to this process is the unraveling of a tangle of
issues that research practioners normally do not face, involving
intertwined elements such as system integration, scalability, la-
tency, and robustness. This contribution accordingly examines
some of the choices made in the deployment of Siri, as well as
the benefits that ensued.

The material is organized as follows. The next section
briefly reviews the two standard frameworks for semantic in-
terpretation, in order to illuminate their respective advantages
and drawbacks. In Section 3, we focus on the choices made
in Siri, and discuss in particular how essential they proved to a
successful deployment. Finally, the paper concludes with some
prognostications regarding the likely evolution of the personal
assistant model.

2. Semantic Interpretation
Two major approaches to semantic interpretation are: (i) the
rule-based framework underpinning expert systems and similar
ontology-based efforts, and (ii) the statistical framework char-
acteristic of data-driven systems.

At its core, the former draws its inspiration from early sys-
tems, such as MYCIN [9], firmly rooted in the artificial intel-
ligence (AI) tradition [10]. These systems rely on an infer-
ence engine operating on a knowledge base of production rules.
Their original purpose was to create specialized agents aimed
at assisting humans in specific domains (cf., e.g., [11]). Agent
frameworks were later developed to create personal intelligent
assistants for information retrieval. In this context, the Open
Agent Architecture (OAA) introduced the powerful concept of
delegated computing [12]. This was later extended to multi-
agent scenarios where distributed intelligent systems can model
independent reactive behavior (cf., e.g., [13]). In the early to
mid-2000’s, DARPA’s PAL (Perceptive Assistant that Learns)
program channeled the above efforts into a learning-based in-
telligent assistant comprising natural language user interaction
components layered on top of core AI technologies such as
reasoning, constraint solving, truth maintenance, reactive plan-
ning, and machine learning [14].

In contrast, the statistical approach to semantic interpreta-
tion posits that empirical observation is the best way to capture
regularities in a process (like natural language) for which no
complete a priori model exists. Applying probabilistic methods
to natural language understanding involves the integration of
data-driven evidence gathered on suitable training data in order
to infer the user’s intent. The theoretical underpinnings for this
kind of reasoning were first developed in the context of a par-
tially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [15]. The
key features of the POMDP approach are (i) the maintenance
of a system of beliefs, continually updated using Bayesian in-
ference, and (ii) the use of a policy whose performance can be
quantified by a system of associated rewards and optimized us-
ing reinforcement learning via Bellman’s optimality principle
[16]. Note that Bayesian belief tracking and reward-based re-
inforcement learning are mechanisms that humans themselves
appear to use for planning under uncertainty [17]. For example,
experimental data shows that humans can implicitly assimilate

Bayesian statistics and use Bayesian inference to solve sensori-
motor problems [18]. This in turn motivated the application of
the POMDP framework to spoken dialog systems, to similarly
learn statistical distributions by observation and use Bayes’ rule
to infer posteriors from these distributions [19].

2.1. Major Trade-Offs for Rule-Based Framework

The DARPA’s PAL program culminated into a prototype
dubbed CALO, for the Cognitive Assistant that Learns and Or-
ganizes. By most accounts, CALO met the requirements for
which it was designed, but because of its heterogeneity and
complexity, it proved difficult for non-experts to leverage its
architecture and capabilities across multiple domains. This
sparked interest in a more streamlined design where user inter-
action, language processing and core reasoning are more deeply
integrated within a single unified framework [20].

An example of such design is the “Active” platform, which
eschews some of the sophisticated AI core processing in favor
of a lighter-weight, developer-friendly version easier to imple-
ment and deploy [20]. An application based on this frame-
work consists of a set of loosely coupled services interfacing
with specialized task representations crafted by a human expert.
This strategy eases integration of sensors (cf. speech recogni-
tion, but also vision systems, mobile or remote user interfaces,
etc.), effectors (cf. speech synthesis, but also touch user inter-
faces, robotics, etc.) and processing services (such as remote
data sources and other processing components).

In the “Active” framework, every task is associated with a
specific “active ontology.” Whereas a conventional ontology is
a static data structure, defined as a formal representation for do-
main knowledge, with distinct classes, attributes, and relations
among classes, an active ontology is a dynamic processing for-
malism where distinct processing elements are arranged accord-
ing to ontology notions. An active ontology thus consists of a
relational network of concepts, where concepts serve to define
both data structures in the domain (e.g., a meeting has a date
and time, a location, a topic and a list of attendees) as well as
associated rule sets that perform actions within and among con-
cepts (e.g., the date concept derives a canonical date object from
a word sequence such as Monday at 2). The active ontology can
therefore be viewed as an execution environment.

A major downside of this approach is the implicit assump-
tion that language can be satisfactorily modeled as a finite state
process. Strictly speaking, this can only be justified in limited
circumstances, since, in general, the level of complexity of hu-
man languages goes far beyond that of context-free languages.

Another obvious bottleneck is the specification of active on-
tologies relevant to the domain at hand. For the system to be
successful, each ontology must be 100% complete: if an at-
tribute is overlooked, or a relationship between classes is miss-
ing, some (possibly rare) user input will not be handled cor-
rectly. In practice, this requires the task domain to be suf-
ficiently well-specified that a human expert from the relevant
field is able to distill it into the rule base. This so-called knowl-
edge engineering is normally hard to “get right” with tasks that
are highly variable or subject to a lot of noise.

On the plus side, once the ontology correctly captures the
whole domain structure, deployment across multiple languages
is relatively straightforward. Since a near-exhaustive list of rel-
evant word patterns is already included inside each concept, and
word order is otherwise largely ignored, only individual surface
forms have to be translated. This makes this approach paradox-
ically similar in spirit to (data-driven) bag-of-words techniques
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such as latent semantic mapping [21].

2.2. Major Trade-Offs for Statistical Framework

The widespread deployment of POMDP-based spoken dialog
systems proved equally challenging for several reasons. First,
the internal state is a complex combination of the user’s goal,
the user’s input, and the dialog history, with significant uncer-
tainty in the user’s utterances (due to speech recognition errors)
propagating uncertainty into the other entities as well. In addi-
tion, the system action space must cover every possible system
response, so policies must map from complex and uncertain di-
alog states into a large space of possible actions. Finally, the
quality of any particular policy is quantified by assigning re-
wards to each possible state-command pair. The choice of spe-
cific rewards is a design decision typically dependent on the
application. Different rewards will result in different policies
and most likely divergent user experiences.

Making the POMDP framework tractable for real-world
tasks therefore involves a number of approximations. First,
state values can be ranked and pruned to eliminate those not
worth maintaining. Second, joint distributions can be factored
by invoking some independence assumptions that can be vari-
ously justified from domain knowledge [22]. Third, the original
state space can be mapped into a more compact summary space
small enough to conduct effective policy optimization therein.
Fourth, in a similar way, a compact action set can be defined in
summary space and then mapped back into the original master
space [23]. And finally, the reward function must be carefully
tuned to suitably encapsulate the complexities of the domain,
while remaining simple enough to support iterative optimiza-
tion [24].

From a theoretical perspective, the POMDP approach has
many attractive properties: by integrating Bayesian belief mon-
itoring and reward-based reinforcement learning, it provides a
robust interpretation of imprecise and ambiguous human inter-
actions, promotes the ability to plan interactions so as to maxi-
mize concrete objective functions, and offers a seamless way to
encompass short-term adaptation and long term learning from
experience within a single statistical framework. Still, it is
potentially fragile when it comes to assigning rewards, as en-
couraging (respectively discouraging) the correct (respectively
wrong) state-command pair can be a delicate exercise in the face
of a huge space of possible such pairs.

In addition, the computational complexity of a single infer-
ence operation is O(N2), where N is the number of possible
system states. Thus, for even moderately large values of N ,
exact computation becomes intractable. The necessary approx-
imations all have drawbacks, be it in terms of search errors,
spurious independence assumptions, or quantization loss from
master to summary space [25]. But perhaps the most significant
impediment to pervasive deployment across multiple domains
is the need for a massive amount of dialog data to train the large
number of parameters involved. Since gathering that much data
beforehand is intrinsically unworkable, user simulation is often
resorted to in order to generate synthetic reinforcement data.
These techniques, however, are still far from perfect [26].

3. The Siri Experience
Siri was originally formed as a startup company to leverage the
results of the CALO project within a much tighter effort with
a commercial focus. Its architecture adopted the “Active” plat-
form mentioned earlier as the intermediate layer between mo-

bile I/O and web services.
The choice of the rule-based rather statistical framework

was driven by practical considerations. First, even though it
may well be intrinsically more expressive in the long run, a
POMDP system would require a large amount of data which
simply was not available in the type of domains considered.
Second, user simulation was deemed to suffer from too many
caveats to provide ersatz training material robust enough for the
general user envisioned.

Initial efforts centered on creating tools to make it easier
to develop the necessary domain modules and associated ac-
tive ontologies. The aim was to alleviate many of the issues
linked to the ontology bottleneck. With such tools in place,
along with the necessary software engineering work required to
support them, it became less tedious for human experts to create
active ontologies for a given task domain. Upon acquisition by
Apple, the Siri team further concentrated on system integration,
scalability and latency, and robustness issues.

3.1. System Integration

Arguably, system integration is the cornerstone of a successful
personal assistant deployment: the technology must be perva-
sive in order to reliably support users in their day-to-day ac-
tivities. Since the Siri architecture mediates mobile I/O with
web services through domain modules, this assumes progress
on three fronts: (i) a deep integration within the operating sys-
tem, so as to leverage user-level information such as contact,
calendar, email, and other personal data; (ii) an integration of
assistant capabilities across domains, to enable potential co-
reference resolution and leverage any other temporary context
state; and (iii) a broad integration with a variety of web services,
to offer an appealing palette of utility and support successful
transactions in the selected domains.

From a realistic point of view, at best a startup company
would only ever be able to address (ii). Running the personal
assistant as a separate application inherently limits the level of
integration that can be achieved with the operating system. And
at the other end of the spectrum, negotiating with established
web services almost always requires marketing muscle that star-
tups, by definition, are lacking. Note how oblique such consid-
erations are to the technical aspects of semantic interpretation.
They “merely” involve low-level SPI access for data acquisition
and manipulation, yet this ability is obviously vital to support
higher-level inference algorithms.

Incidentally, an ancillary benefit emerges from having ac-
cess to all layers of the operating system: know-how to make
speech and language algorithms more resource-efficient. On
mobile devices, low power consumption and low memory use
are critical, and an otherwise useful feature which places unrea-
sonable demands on either is doomed to fail.

3.2. Scalability and Latency

Once integration issues are resolved, the next step is to scale
the system up to the expected load level, in order to ensure an
acceptable response time in all situations. Again, this is not
something ordinarily brought to the fore by the research prac-
tioner, but it is an integral part of system deployment. There are
two distinct aspects to keep in mind: (i) data bandwidth, which
must be large enough to accommodate the peak number of ser-
vice requests, and (ii) computing power, which must be suffi-
cient to avoid perceived latency in the associated transactions.
This has repercussions in terms of the basic architecture of the
system: it must be modular enough that it can take advantage of
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Table 1: Examples of Out-of-Domain Requests.

User: Should I go to bed, Siri?
Siri: I think you should sleep on it.

User: I love you!
Siri: That’s nice. Can we get back to work now?
User: I love you!!
Siri: Oh, I bet you say that to all your Apple products.
User: I love you!!!
Siri: All you need is love. And your iPhone.

User: You are useless. . .
Siri: I don’t really like these arbitrary categories.

any available new server to meaningfully grow capacity.
Two other aspects of scalability may be somewhat more fa-

miliar: deployment in multiple languages, and large-scale an-
alytics for the purpose of model adaptation. Nowadays, and
particularly when it comes to mobile devices, it is not really an
option to release any feature in one language only. Since every
language has its idiosyncrasies, this inevitably complicates the
process, not just in terms of engineering resources but also in
terms of quality control. In addition, adaptation must be fac-
tored in at the outset, with proper feedback loops in place to
suitably leverage any adaptation data.

3.3. Robustness

Once integration and scalability issues are under control, ro-
bustness issues need to be addressed. Robustness is often cast
in terms of acoustic noise from unpredictable environments,
speaker variability due to dialects and accents, and perhaps
emotional shifts and associated linguistic and prosodic changes.
All such issues indeed must be considered when training the un-
derlying models.

But another important, yet often overlooked, aspect of ro-
bustness is the system’s response to user requests that fall out-
side of the well-defined domains it knows about. A typical ex-
ample is a query such as: “Siri, do you love me?”, for which a
factual response is besides the point. When faced with such out-
of-domain queries, most systems usually exhibit a rather “clin-
ical” behavior, with responses like: “Sorry, I don’t understand
what you mean.”. While technically adequate, such behavior
lacks humanness. In contrast, Siri tries to provide somewhat
more entertaining and/or whimsical responses. Not only does
this policy inject a bit of sassiness into the system, it also makes
the out-of-domain fall-back more palatable to the user.

To illustrate, Table 1 gives some examples of such requests
under three different scenarios, along with some of the answers
provided. Note that giving the same input three times in a row
results in three different answers, as the same response would
likely be annoying, and otherwise destroy the illusion of anthro-
pomorphism. Imbuing the assistant with such socially adept be-
havior substantially contributed to giving Siri its unique person-
ality. We believe that this strategy proved pivotal to a successful
deployment.

4. Discussion
We have examined some of the challenges to be overcome in the
deployment of the “intelligent personal assistant” style of inter-
action. Under this model it is critical to accurately infer user
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intent, which in turn hinges on the appropriate semantic inter-
pretation of the words uttered. We have touched upon the inher-
ent complementarity between the two major frameworks within
which to perform this interpretation. Ontology-based systems,
such as Siri, adopt a top-down outlook which requires upfront
labor-intensive human expertise and must be carefully tuned for
optimal performance, but are better suited for initial deployment
in well-defined domains across multiple languages. In contrast,
because of their bottom-up outlook, data-driven systems based
on POMDP can be run in completely automated fashion and
have the potential to be more robust, as long as they are trained
on enough quality data that has to be gathered beforehand.

Such complementarity bodes well for an eventual conver-
gence between the two approaches, perhaps by way of the vir-
tuous cycle illustrated in Fig. 2. First, the deployment of a rule-
based system provides some real-world dialog data that can be
used advantageously for POMDP training, without the draw-
backs inherent to data synthesis via user simulation. This in turn
enables the deployment of a statistical system, which further
provides real-world data to refine POMDP models. Such large-
scale data collection potentially removes one of the big limiting
factors in properly handling uncertainty. It thus becomes pos-
sible to combine the rule-based and statistical outputs to come
up with the best outcome, based on respective confidence mea-
sures for both systems (which may vary over time). By enabling
more robust reasoning and adaptation, this strategy should con-
siderably strengthen the cognitive aspects of natural language
understanding.

This in turn sets the stage for taking intelligent delegation to
the next level across many more usage scenarios. Under that hy-
pothesis, the personal assistant model ushers in the next natural
stage in the evolution of the user interface: as depicted in Fig. 3,
the desktop, browser, and search metaphors of past decades thus
lead to a new solve metaphor focused on context and tasks. The
underlying assumption is that the user will increasingly get used
to expressing a general need, and letting the system fulfill it in a
stochastically consistent manner. This development will likely
be a key stepping stone toward an ever more tangible vision of
ubiquitous intelligence.
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